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Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Barbara Perkins

  304 E OCALA ST

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74011-8861
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Phillip Hurst

  8827 KELLER RD

  GROVE OK, 74344-4307
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Ina Mitchell

  11612 E 99TH ST N

  Owasso OK, 74055-4359
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Robert Speikers

  1416 Kaw St.

  Perry OK, 73077-3049
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Arden Deramus

  305 NW 155th St

  Edmond OK, 73013-2104
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Kelly Schoeplein

  8508 East 62nd Street

  Apt. i

  Tulsa OK, 74133-1935
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Cheryl Ceasar

  720 N ZENITH AVE

  TULSA OK, 74127-5232
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Robert S. Riley

  6102 NW Lincoln Avenue

  Lawton OK, 73505-1319
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Gene Mead

  8755 state highway 20

  Spavinaw OK, 74366-1314
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Bob Maples

  PO Box 311

  Wynnewood OK, 73098-0311
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Laura Johnson

  932 Branchwood Drive

  Norman OK, 73072-4182
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Susan McMahon

  9042 S 253rd E Avenue

  Broken Arrow OK, 74014-5591
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Kristina Long

  12920 S 126TH EAST AVE

  Broken Arrow OK, 74011-5615
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Glenn Sanders

  4909 SE Churchill Way

  Lawton OK, 73501-6405
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Ed & Maria Logan

  8108 N 69TH EAST AVENUE

  Owasso OK, 74055-7533
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Larry Casey

  209 East Prairie Ave

  Coalgate OK, 74538-3425
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Roger Kelley

  13645 S 287th East Ave

  Coweta OK, 74429-7024
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Sean Greenan

  7700 NW 6TH ST

  Oklahoma City OK, 73127-6022
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Karen Keck

  300 NW 12th St

  Apartment 229

  Oklahoma City OK, 73103-3726
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Taylor Burns

  8933 South 77th East Place,

  Tulsa OK, 74133-4857
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Marc Bellatti

  9411 E 38TH ST

  Tulsa OK, 74145-3517
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Denise Burch

  1400 W Union Ct

  Broken Arrow OK, 74011-5733
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  judi rastenis

  10134 s toledo ave

  Tulsa OK, 74137-5925
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Bradford Carlisle

  1205 West Sterrett Street

  Hugo OK, 74743-6421
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Stephen Giacomo

  108 West Blair Ave

  108 West Blair Ave

  Wilburton OK, 74578-2421
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Mark Bartusch

  3613 NW 68th ST

  Oklahoma City OK, 73116-2015
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Deborah Underwood

  9303 N95th E PL

  Owasso OK, 74055-7287
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Bill Bishop

  11408 N 162ND EAST AVE

  OWASSO OK, 74055-5777
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Michael Underwood

  9303 N 95th East Pl

  Owasso OK, 74055-7287
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Tamara Moran-Smith

  9248 E 58th St.

  Tulsa OK, 74145-8303
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Nancy Hirsch

  15903 E 131st

  Broken Arrow OK, 74011-8431
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Cynthia Keiffer

  1108 Hickory Creek Dr.

  Yukon OK, 73099-6218
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  GARY MEEKS

  1401 N. FERGUSON ST

  ENID OK, 73701-2642
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Deborah Blaser

  1646 Crestview

  Beatrice St. & Sixth St.

  Cordell OK, 73632-1413
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Joan Oligher

  3909 NW Denver Ave

  Lawton OK, 73505-3717
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Juan Rodriguez

  PO Box 878

  Cache OK, 73527-0878
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Tom Blaho

  18032 S. Ranch Road

  Ranch Road

  Claremore OK, 74019-1937
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Timothy Brown

  6501 Hunting Hill Lane

  Oklahoma City OK, 73116-3523
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Robert Webber

  8410 S Nogales Ave W

  Tulsa OK, 74132-5500
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Gary Holly

  510 SE Madison Street

  Idabel OK, 74745-4925
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Deeann Davis

  10910 E. 11th Pl.

  Tulsa OK, 74128-4208
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Nancy Martin

  27973 Pocahontas Road

  Wister OK, 74966-9138
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Albert Sellers

  70622 South 331 Road

  Wagoner OK, 74467-8582
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Nancy Nevels

  2000 w Vail  ST

  Broken Arrow OK, 74012-0236
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  William Sawyer Sr

  4722 NE MacArthur Circle

  Lawton OK, 73507-6117
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Mary Bolack

  1701 s. 138th east ave

  Tulsa OK, 74108-5552
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Larry Swigart

  1003 Frontier Dr.

  Woodward OK, 73801-2020
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Deborah Mahnke

  5105 E 30th Place

  Tulsa OK, 74114-6311
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  James Jordan

  3025 Morning Mist Rd

  Edmond OK, 73034-3492
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Donna Sears

  3148 West Easton Place

  Tulsa OK, 74127-6051
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Brenda Henley

  1707 Houston St.

  Muskogee OK, 74403-3530
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Brenda Ringler

  2221 E Davis Ave

  Weatherford OK, 73096-6027
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Jerry Wood

  7506 S Erie Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74136-7105
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Dianna Neal

  33 S 166th East Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74108-1733
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Eugene Robinson

  7439 South Winston pl

  Tulsa OK, 74136-6133
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Jo Poindexter

  624 W. Liveoak

  Durant OK, 74701-4043
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Don Rivers

  1705 W Vicksburg St

  Broken Arrow OK, 74011-3987
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Jeanette Johnson

  511 S 49th Court

  Broken Arrow OK, 74014-1953
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Kay Knight

  4201 S WHISPERING CREEK DR

  Sand Springs OK, 74063-3115
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Jerry Lynn Allen

  9253 S 92nd E Ave.

  Tulsa OK, 74133-5622
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Larry Moore

  62301 E 247 LOOP

  Grove OK, 74344-7456
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  ROBERT BALLENGER

  1809 GALE

  MOORE OK, 73160-3508
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Roy Smock

  12036 S 278th East Ave

  Coweta OK, 74429-5931
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Bobie Johnson

  4536 N Johnstown Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74106-1310
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Pamela Zettler

  916 SW Park Ave.

  Lawton OK, 73501-5119
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  STAN WATSON

  23007 E 104TH ST S

  Broken Arrow OK, 74014-6256
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Michael Burnette

  10608 E 96th Pl N

  Owasso OK, 74055-4343
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Mary Stone

  9806 E. 102nd St. N.

  Owasso OK, 74055-7876
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Craig Wall

  791 Shults Rd

  Idabel OK, 74745-5129
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Irving Hendricks

  3301 N. 7th St.

  McAlester OK, 74501-2161
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Pamela Kennemer

  8131 W 61ST ST

  Tulsa OK, 74131-7304
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Douglas Ricker

  12411 S 289th E Ave

  Coweta OK, 74429-7139
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Judith Cromer

  6408 N Wheeling Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74130-1328
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Terry Grufik

  5347 East 23rd Street

  Tulsa OK, 74114-3707
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  William Sossamon

  14108 E. 103rd Street North

  Owasso OK, 74055-5919
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Willie Peoples

  5615 South 84th East Avenue

  Tulsa OK, 74145-7916
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  John Martin

  1547 KING DR APT 1128

  Bartlesville OK, 74006-4826
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Eugene Keller

  6735 South 93rd East Avenue

  Tulsa OK, 74133-2232
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Susan Davis

  8663 E. 61st Street, #22

  Tulsa OK, 74133-1338
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Linda Moore

  200 N Bee St.

  Whitefield OK, 74472-3203
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  DERK WEBB

  304 W DURHAM PL

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74011-3433
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  ANNETTE WEBB

  304 W DURHAM PL

  Broken Arrow OK, 74011-3433
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  DIANA DODD

  6233 S. FULTON AVE

  Tulsa OK, 74136-2010
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Lisa Sistos

  2206 SW 55th St

  Lawton OK, 73505-3134
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Phyllis Mcilravy

  13509 E. 30th St

  Condo E

  Tulsa OK, 74134-2815
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Susan Byars

  540 S Quebec Av

  Tulsa OK, 74112-4108
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Brenda Daggs

  725 n Columbia place

  Tulsa OK, 74110-5411
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Danelle McGuire

  11012 E 13th St

  Tulsa OK, 74128-4231
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Ronald Roland

  5626 s Vancouver Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74107-8405
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  John Deiter

  13901 E 27Th St

  Tulsa OK, 74134-3013
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  David Roten

  9321 S. 76th East Ave.

  Tulsa OK, 74133-5469
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Leroy Cantrell

  2136 Pinnacle Point

  Oklahoma City OK, 73170-3417
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Carleen Weisz

  4518 W 64th Place

  Tulsa OK, 74132-1126
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Hearl Boen

  5723 East 56th Street

  Tulsa OK, 74135-8113
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  JOHN FITZPATRICK

  11223 S Nandina Avenue

  Jenks OK, 74037-2027
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  CINDY ELLINGSON

  14623 S 52ND EAST AVE

  Bixby OK, 74008-4049
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Cindy Llewellyn

  8401 S 2ND ST

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74011-8858
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Lisa Snead

  5115 Glover Golden Rd

  Broken Bow OK, 74728-6361
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Shirley Hunt

  637 N. HICKORY ST

  Atoka OK, 74525-1692
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Shirley Hunt

  637 N. HICKORY ST

  Atoka OK, 74525-1692
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Gale Turner

  1446 NE INDEPENDENCE AVE

  LAWTON OK, 73507-3438
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Cindy Bergin

  7614 S Winston Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74136-8113
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  BRAD NICKELL

  603 N MAIN

  Granite OK, 73547-9248
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Glenda Payne

  14526 East 76th St. No

  Owasso OK, 74055-7016
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  pat roling

  1501 W EDGEWATER PL

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74012-7614
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Lawrence Padgett

  1800 W GALVESTON ST

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74012-8313
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Charles Smith

  913 S JUNIPER PL

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74012-8416
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Mahendra Patel

  7202 S BIRMINGHAM PL

  TULSA OK, 74136-5515
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Pattie Doty

  3104 NE Colonial Dr

  Lawton OK, 73507-3425
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Kim Enloe

  23026 East 87th Street South

  Broken Arrow OK, 74014-5900
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Mark Sanchez

  34 W KIOWA AVE

  McAlester OK, 74501-5723
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Carmen Smoote

  2202 N NORFOLK AVE

  TULSA OK, 74106-3917
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Marietta Farmer

  4738 E 54TH ST APT 245

  TULSA OK, 74135-6230
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Lianne McKinley

  1051 ROLLING MEADOWS CT

  BARTLESVILLE OK, 74006-5527
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Phyllis McElroy

  2242 N Xanthus Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74110-2030
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Cynthia Flanary

  PO BOX 457

  CATOOSA OK, 74015-0457
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Joseph Herbert

  1821 NW 82ND ST APT 1505

  LAWTON OK, 73505-2368
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Charles Kendrick

  7208 NW DOGWOOD LN

  LAWTON OK, 73505-4520
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Craig Childers

  27600 S 614 rd

  Grove OK, 74344-7550
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  William Windsor

  26351 S 615 RD

  GROVE OK, 74344-7421
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Patricia Johnson

  2972 W 66TH ST

  TULSA OK, 74132-1711
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Emily Hamm

  3537 S RICHMOND AVE

  TULSA OK, 74135-1718
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Chelley Wallack

  2223 E 33RD ST

  TULSA OK, 74105-2225
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Barbara Flewellen

  2490 S 128TH EAST AVE

  TULSA OK, 74129-6038
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Robin Tyson

  7223 NW DOGWOOD LN

  LAWTON OK, 73505-4243
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Janet Orton

  7906 E 27TH CT

  TULSA OK, 74129-2434
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Patricia Margulies

  127 Meadowview Street

  Hugo OK, 74743-5401
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Karen Smith

  4717 S 174TH EAST AVE

  TULSA OK, 74134-7129
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Peggy Landgraf

  3216 E FAIRMONT PL

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74014-8796
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  tammy johnson

  2851 N HIGHWAY 66 TRLR 51

  CATOOSA OK, 74015-2338
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Tina Lerch

  4130 E 22ND ST

  TULSA OK, 74114-2124
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Michael Suttles

  1627 NE 35TH ST

  LAWTON OK, 73507-3436
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Sidney Hunt

  6826 S 32ND WEST AVE

  TULSA OK, 74132-1729
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Janice Robinson

  6362 S 80 East Ave

  Unit E

  Tulsa OK, 74133-4607
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Pamela Pallardy

  10311 E 112TH ST S

  BIXBY OK, 74008-2928
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  John Shambles

  515 PRIVATE ROAD 2705

  BARTLESVILLE OK, 74003-7176
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Judy McCarter

  9640 N 89TH EAST AVE

  Owasso OK, 74055-6757
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  James McCarter

  9640 N 89th E Ave

  Owasso OK, 74055-6757
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Marcella Cleary

  906 N SYCAMORE PL

  JENKS OK, 74037-2341
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Kathalene Seigel

  2509 GEORGETOWN DR

  BARTLESVILLE OK, 74006-7530
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Larry Casey

  209 East Prairie Ave

  Coalgate OK, 74538-3425
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Bethanie Canterbury

  7241 South 92nd East Ave Apt 6

  Tulsa OK, 74133-4706
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Daniel Quilty

  8906 E 135TH ST S

  BIXBY OK, 74008-3455
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Nathan Hale

  3408 W. 59th Street

  Tulsa OK, 74107-9204
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Marcia Foster

  1203 S FULTON AVE

  TULSA OK, 74112-5311
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Donald Ross

  611 W DOGWOOD ST

  COWETA OK, 74429-7632
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  James Kirby

  5548 E 77TH ST

  TULSA OK, 74136-8430
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Ronnie Kimble

  3002 NE KINGSBRIAR DR

  LAWTON OK, 73507-1917
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Fadel Iskander

  3717 E 78TH ST

  TULSA OK, 74136-8026
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Marilyn Mouser

  272 BROADWAY AVE

  CHICKASHA OK, 73018-2684
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Jerry Wood

  7506 S ERIE AVE

  TULSA OK, 74136-7105
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Donna Drinnon

  2305 E 7TH ST APT 4210

  ELK CITY OK, 73644-8012
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Rosario Burke

  25072 E 116TH ST S

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74014-4206
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Ira Sumner

  213 e van buren ave

  McAlester OK, 74501-4132
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Fay morrow

  11114 N MEMORIAL DR

  OWASSO OK, 74055-6528
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Wilma Hill

  315 W 47TH PL

  SAND SPRINGS OK, 74063-2423
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Deloris Crawford

  5625 S PEORIA PL APT D

  TULSA OK, 74105-8577
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Ethel Johnston

  1405 S K ST

  HUGO OK, 74743-7656
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Joe Hegg

  6229 S TROOST AVE

  TULSA OK, 74136-0709
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Jerry Vess

  4341 S 29TH WEST AVE

  TULSA OK, 74107-6604
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Mari James

  6707 S QUINCY AVE

  TULSA OK, 74136-3803
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  TINITA Criswell

  547 E 59TH PL N

  TULSA OK, 74126-2260
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Tammy Rollins

  7214 NW CRESTWOOD DR

  Lawton OK, 73505-1278
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Stephanie Tharps

  9405 e 37 str

  Tulsa OK, 74145-3512
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Tamra Cazenave

  10622 E 17TH PL

  TULSA OK, 74128-6202
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Valerie Wails

  8300 S 6TH ST

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74011-8810
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Geraldine Guffey

  PO BOX 450366

  GROVE OK, 74345-0366
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Stephen Steiner

  11528 S NANDINA AVE

  JENKS OK, 74037-2184
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  hedy barkley

  1720 W AUSTIN ST

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74011-3965
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Christine Williams Hardy

  424 E MARSHALL ST

  TULSA OK, 74106-4728
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Curtis Tinkey

  17191 E NEWTON PL

  TULSA OK, 74116-4604
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Jackie Beavers

  108 N QUEBEC AVE

  TULSA OK, 74115-7421
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Elisabeth Harrington

  1532 W TRENTON ST

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74012-0480
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Linda Money

  1716 TERRACE DR

  DUNCAN OK, 73533-1326
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Joanna Cook

  5504 E 118TH ST

  Tulsa OK, 74137-8520
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Maria Gus

  2137 SE Hampden Rd

  Bartlesville OK, 74006-7321
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Joseph Clark

  2718 S 79TH EAST AVENUE

  2718 S 79TH EAST AVENUE

  Tulsa OK, 74129-2705
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Cheryl Taylor

  8781 N 97TH EAST AVE APT 102

  OWASSO OK, 74055-6880
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Arvella Franks

  3704 VELMA DR

  BARTLESVILLE OK, 74006-6623
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Joseph Barnes

  3608 REDBUD DR

  SAND SPRINGS OK, 74063-2808
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  joseph diciolla

  9902 N 102ND EAST AVE

  9902 N 102nd E Ave

  Not Hispanic or Latino OK, 74055-6713
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Diana Shumway

  2908 S GARDENIA AVE

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74012-7777
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Rachel McArtor

  3708 E 47TH ST

  TULSA OK, 74135-1916
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Lyanneita Kincannon

  10 TOWNSEND AVE

  MCALESTER OK, 74501-2834
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Bruce Beck

  3607 W TWIN OAKS PL

  Broken Arrow OK, 74011-1297
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Candace Greer

  12166 E 37TH PL

  TULSA OK, 74146-3104
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Shirley Taylor

  PO BOX 36

  ALEX OK, 73002-0036
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Leyda Rodriguez

  PO box 878

  Cache OK, 73527-0878
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Jeanette Johnson

  511 S 49TH CT

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74014-1953
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Oywedia Johnson

  5852 E 146TH PL S

  BIXBY OK, 74008-8070
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Bruce Brotherton

  8709 S 69TH EAST AVE

  TULSA OK, 74133-5063
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Glenda Spruce

  4804 W SEATTLE ST

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74012-1221
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Edmund James

  104 West Hanover Street

  Hoyt OK, 74472-3013
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Margaret Henson

  1120 S 35TH ST

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74014-2956
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Edwin Henson

  1120 S 35TH ST

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74014-2956
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Stacey Harris

  1537 N 13th St

  Duncan OK, 73533-3401
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Abby Booth

  P. O. Box 1045

  Coweta OK, 74429-1045
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and reject PSO’s latest attempts to

raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine.

  I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are

not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year

they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I know with your

help, we can push back against these outlandish requests, especially

with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please reject

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Patricia Wade

  4215 S ERIE AVE

  4215 S ERIE AVE

  TULSA OK, 74135-6328
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Crystal` Marvel

  2613 W Canton Pl

  Broken Arrow OK, 74012-7340



Reference PUD 202100072

I am agreeable to the proposed OG&E rate increase of $3.93 per month as a result of the February 2021 winter

storm costs incurred by OG&E as long as there is an end-date included in

the approval language for the increase.

Thank you,

Karen Watson

215 South Linden Street

Sapulpa, Oklahoma 74066

918-277-3586

kaledakw@gmail.com

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Saint Francis Health System intends this email only for the use of the person to whom it is addressed and may

contain information that is privileged, confidential, and exempt from disclosure

under applicable law. If you have received this email in error, you are hereby notified that we do not consent to any

reading, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this email and

request you notify the sender immediately and destroy this transmission. Violators may be prosecuted under Federal

law.
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  JANCY GARRISON

  6906 S GARY AVE

  TULSA OK, 74136-4517
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Johnny Vinson

  629 E XYLER ST

  TULSA OK, 74106-3834
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  No

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Steve Brown

  8218 S 77TH EAST AVE APT 2083

  TULSA OK, 74133-3966
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  James Lamb

  5435 S Oxford Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74135-7748
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Terry Baxter

  2534 E 19TH ST

  TULSA OK, 74104-5806
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Betty Pittman

  534 E ZION PL

  Tulsa OK, 74106-3810
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Sara Herman

  5005 S ASH AVE

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74011-5013
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Bob Fiegel

  514 NW 164th St

  Edmond OK, 73013-2001
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Joseph Awny

  5754 E 102ND ST

  TULSA OK, 74137-7081
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  JOANN TOSTO

  5522 E 112TH ST

  TULSA OK, 74137-7705
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  james jandebeur

  2954 s cincinnati ave

  Tulsa OK, 74114-5236
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Brad MULLEN

  15613 E. 91st St. N

  Owasso OK, 74055-8548
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  kathy garcia

  PO BOX 582331

  TULSA OK, 74158-2331
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Charles Vogt

  25 ST ANDREWS CIR

  Broken Arrow OK, 74011-1128
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Kathy Green

  23 East Main St., Apt. 301

  Idabel OK, 74745-4616
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Nimrod Hopkins

  1521 S 139TH EAST AVE

  TULSA OK, 74108-5542
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Lois Gibson

  1204 W Memphis Street

  Broken Arrow OK, 74012-5039
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  greg greer

  12166 E 37th Place

  Tulsa OK, 74146-3104
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Gregory Greer

  12166 E 37TH PL

  TULSA OK, 74146-3104
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Eric Bolusky

  2545 E 18th Street

  TULSA OK, 74104-5801
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  James Holliman

  4631 E 80TH ST APT 4i

  TULSA OK, 74136-8935
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Bryan Smothermon

  4328 S ELM AVE

  Broken Arrow OK, 74011-3438
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  TERRY MOORE

  5701 S. 136th West Ave.

  Sand Springs OK, 74063-3603
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  BJ Pike

  326 E 35TH CT N

  TULSA OK, 74106-1543
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Betty Shaw

  2750 N 7TH ST APT 3317

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74012-2681
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Constance Jones

  408 SW 68TH ST

  LAWTON OK, 73505-6707
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Janice Jenkins

  320 E OKMULGEE ST

  MORRIS OK, 74445-4830
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Stephanie Sorrels

  3101 St Thomas Ave

  Moore OK, 73160-7509
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Donna Anderson

  1603 N Lewis PL

  Tulsa OK, 74110-2548
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Chrysantha Davis

  6130 E 4TH PL

  TULSA OK, 74112-1725
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Nancy Hughes

  6366 S 80TH EAST AVE APT L

  TULSA OK, 74133-3835
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Jean Harris

  3650 SHERIDAN RD

  BARTLESVILLE OK, 74006-4922
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Betty Stilwell

  2608 E 3RD ST

  Tulsa OK, 74104-1914
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Paula Taylor

  1918 Aspen Pl

  Shawnee OK, 74804-2419
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Tom Polson

  7505 So. Urbana Ave.

  Tulsa OK, 74136-6113
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Mike Iannaci

  6822 E. 56th street

  6822 E. 56th street

  Tulsa OK, 74145-8509
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Robert Cochran

  1402 S 11TH ST

  CHICKASHA OK, 73018-5614
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Tony Hoch

  11208 S NANDINA AVE

  JENKS OK, 74037-2026
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Robert Krohn

  8254 S YORKTOWN CT APT A

  Tulsa OK, 74137-1501
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Stella Gilbert

  803 Industrial St.

  Sand Springs OK, 74063-6128
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Shane Mason

  2315 NW 35th st

  Lawton OK, 73505-1801
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Juith Horvath

  4630 S 86TH EAST AVE

  TULSA OK, 74145-7108
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  gloria gibbons

  509 N I ST

  507 N I ST

  HUGO OK, 74743-2225
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Tonya Henshaw

  9307 S EVANSTON PL APT 1602

  TULSA OK, 74137-3627
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Debria Barnett

  3727 S 213TH EAST AVE

  Broken Arrow OK, 74014-1231
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Charles Gerber

  2211 W GALVESTON ST

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74012-3521
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Susan Hill

  4215 STATE ST

  BARTLESVILLE OK, 74006-2624
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Thomas Simmons

  3233s quebec av

  Tulsa OK, 74135-1733
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  David Moore

  5325 E 115TH PL

  TULSA OK, 74137-8007
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Grant Holm

  6933 E 18TH ST

  TULSA OK, 74112-7607
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Shari Arnold

  1500 E FARGO ST

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74012-9284
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Lynn Robbins

  4208 W LAREDO ST

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74012-7576
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Dennis Henson

  726 S. Lynn Lane Rd.

  Tulsa OK, 74108-5118
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Bennie Clark

  7345 S 99TH EAST AVE APT 334

  TULSA OK, 74133-1004
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Lloyd Harvey

  4712 S 32ND WEST AVE

  TULSA OK, 74107-7542
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Mckinley RayJr

  1413 w 1 st st

  Hugo OK, 74743-7208
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Betty Douglas

  2633 SE Mission Dr, Apt 115

  Bartlesville OK, 74006-7590
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Kylie McFerrin

  7731 S KINGSTON AVE

  Tulsa OK, 74136-8510
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Josh White

  2328 S. 100th East Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74129-4430
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  John Carano

  2112 NORTHGATE AVE

  MCALESTER OK, 74501-3012
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Carol Young

  5311 S ZUNIS PL

  TULSA OK, 74105-6450
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Michael Griffin

  703 N GRANT AVE

  Sand Springs OK, 74063-6829
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Virginia Chappell

  1711 NW GRAY WARR PL

  LAWTON OK, 73505-2325
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  William Sears

  8918 E 60TH ST

  TULSA OK, 74145-8723
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Douglas Smith

  14137 S 270TH EAST AVE

  COWETA OK, 74429-6213
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  August Missioni

  1416 N LEE ST

  ALTUS OK, 73521-2030
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Karen KECK

  300 NW 12TH ST

  Apt. 229

  OKLAHOMA CITY OK, 73103-3726
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Verone Lees

  2020 NW 20th ST

  Oklahoma City OK, 73106-1610
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Terry Grufik

  5347 E 23RD ST

  TULSA OK, 74114-3707
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Cynthia Dillingham

  16817 E 111TH ST

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74011-3637
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  John Kapura

  4802 E 112TH PL

  TULSA OK, 74137-7519
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Loy Hardy

  4012 S CEDAR PL

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74011-2411
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Denise Miller

  4418 S IRVINGTON AVE

  TULSA OK, 74135-6525
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Raymond Lewis

  6747 NW COMPASS DR

  LAWTON OK, 73505-5443
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Michael Mayes

  1020 E 43RD ST

  TULSA OK, 74105-3906
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Billy Green

  209 S Chestnut Ave

  Copan OK, 74022-4030
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Mary O'Roark

  1707 S FULTON AVE

  TULSA OK, 74112-6929
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Jesse Guinn

  10904 e 37th st

  Tulsa OK, 74146-2519
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Laura Copeland

  1115 N GUM AVE

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74012-1618
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Trudy Bohanon

  3309 N BATTLE CREEK DR

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74012-0720
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Torrey Curtis

  1222 GRANDVIEW DR

  WEATHERFORD OK, 73096-2213
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Regina Huffman

  4911 SE BRIGHTON DR

  LAWTON OK, 73501-6639
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Mark Byford

  3805 W VANDALIA ST

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74012-6136
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Flordia Shaw

  935 COUNTRY CLUB DR

  TULSA OK, 74127-5350
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Barbara Lewis

  23403 E 97TH ST S

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74014-3306
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Jerry Allen

  9253 S 92ND EAST AVE

  TULSA OK, 74133-5622
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Don Casey

  8952 S HUDSON AVE

  TULSA OK, 74137-3593
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Nancy Scott

  4815 S YORKTOWN AVE APT 102

  TULSA OK, 74105-5921
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Donny Morgan

  4866 S LAWTON AVE

  TULSA OK, 74107-8330
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Samantha Dunkin

  26746 E 142ND PL S

  Coweta OK, 74429-5719
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. In fact, PSO charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Ronnie Brown

  701 W Chestnut Ave.

  Duncan OK, 73533-4431
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I just learned that PSO’s Texas affiliate charges its customers a fixed monthly fee of $4.79 while PSO charges four

times as much here in Oklahoma! How did this happen? I need your

help to win this Red River Rivalry. Oklahomans should not have to pay PSO four times as much as our neighbors to

the south. I am asking that you cut this fee.

  With the cost of health care, gasoline and groceries skyrocketing, those of us on a fixed monthly income are being

asked to tighten our belts. I want you to ask PSO to do the same.

It is outrageous that PSO is taking advantage of Oklahomans with a fixed monthly fee four times more than they

charge Texas customers. PSO in fact charges more in a fixed fee than any

other PSO affiliate across the country.

  Please take action today to cut this fee and stop PSO from taking advantage of us. Please lower PSO’s fixed

monthly fee, give us more control over our bills and help your friends and

neighbors during this difficult time.

  Sincerely,

  Kathy Lee

  6282 West 520

  Pryor OK, 74361-6766
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors and families impacted by COVID-19 across Oklahoma are on fixed

incomes and are struggling. Right now, too many seniors and families are

forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity. Large businesses like PSO was not effected by COVID!!!!

Everyone still had to pay their electric bill and now that people in

Oklahoma are just trying to get back to a semblance of normality they raises their prices for more profit.  We are

forced to pay their bill no matter the circumstances or they turn off

the persons electricity.  In fact, our electric bill is already at least $100 more a month.  PSO is a legal monopoly.  Is

there any other electric company in SW Oklahoma that a family

can purchase electricity.  We have no choice!!!!! Since we all have to have electricity to be able to go to work they

should not be allowed to make a profit and should be transparent.

Since we have no choice in who we select to purchase electricity from PSO should be a nonprofit organization and

always attempt to provide its customers the lowest price.  This must

stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Johnny Duncan

  8227 NW Stonebridge CT

  Lawton OK, 73505-4127
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Marvin Battle

  8613 E 86TH ST

  Tulsa OK, 74133-4327
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Don Wende

  15827 Colonial Ln

  Skiatook OK, 74070-4734
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  David Doro

  1011 south 8th street

  Chickasha OK, 73018-4431
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Lance Calvert

  9521 Riverside Pkwy Ste B Unit 274

  Tulsa OK, 74137-7422
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Theresa Calvert

  9521 Riverside Pkwy Ste B Unit 274

  Tulsa OK, 74137-7422
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Daniel Osborne

  1204 S 29TH ST

  Broken Arrow OK, 74014-5021
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Karen MCCLAIN

  12405 S 101ST EAST AVE

  Bixby OK, 74008-3469
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  John Brockert

  301 W TEXAS ST

  Temple OK, 73568-9253
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Diana McLean

  1557 King Drive apt#1216

  Bartlesville OK, 74006-4831
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Richard Burk

  1613 W. Vail Street

  Broken Arrow OK, 74012-0245
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Barbara Payne

  7706 S.Youngs Blvd.

  Oklahoma City OK, 73159-5126
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Patty Miller

  7424 E 88TH ST

  TULSA OK, 74133-4894
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Patricia Bronson

  PO Box 7165

  Lawton OK, 73506-1165
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Marla Mitchell

  6904 S Oak Avenue

  Broken Arrow OK, 74011-5715
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Patricia Behrens

  12151 S. 104 E. Ave.

  Bixby OK, 74008-5855
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Robbie Caplinger

  3100 RODEO RD

  Broken Bow OK, 74728-5958
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Li Zhang

  11496 S 251ST EAST AVE

  Broken Arrow OK, 74014-4202
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Darrell Steffens

  11496 S 251 E AVE

  Broken Arrow OK, 74014-4202
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  VERNON HAWKINS

  13015 E 45TH ST

  Tulsa OK, 74134-5887
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Jeffry Jeter

  4705 N Poplar Avenue

  Broken Arrow OK, 74012-0255
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Caryl Henry

  3722 S 96TH EAST AVE

  TULSA OK, 74145-3530
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Chris Morgan

  1435 S. Braden Ave.

  Tulsa OK, 74112-6211
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  M Patel

  7202 S Birmingham Pl

  Tulsa OK, 74136-5515
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Donna Williams

  1808 E 43RD ST

  SAND SPRINGS OK, 74063-3264
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Joann Overton

  5009 Eric Drive

  oklahoma city OK, 73135-4129
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  WALT MAJOR

  1825 North 15 Street

  Broken Arrow OK, 74012-9338
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Janis Johnson

  3371 E 2120 RD

  HUGO OK, 74743-4511
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Judy Orr

  3530 S 148TH EAST PL

  TULSA OK, 74134-4812
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Marcia Hartgrove

  62997 E. 282 Road

  Grove OK, 74344-7596
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Roger Kelley

  13645 S 287th East Ave

  Coweta OK, 74429-7024
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Dianne Wilkins

  1313 W Missouri Ave

  Chickasha OK, 73018-4148
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Jane Keith

  9404 E. 92nd Pl N

  Owasso OK, 74055-4487
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Ashley Thornbrough

  301 S 4th St

  301 S 4th St

  Sayre OK, 73662-2999
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Julie Yeager

  PO BOX 732

  Langley OK, 74350-0732
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Susan Barker

  3313 Dentwood Ter

  3313 Dentwood Ter

  Oklahoma City OK, 73115-1942
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Oran Heath

  1408 SW 69TH ST

  Oklahoma City OK, 73159-3220
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Karen Kempf

  25405 E 86th St S

  Broken Arrow OK, 74014-0025
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Hazel Smith

  913 S JUNIPER PL

  Broken Arrow OK, 74012-8416
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Mike Pinion

  1522 south Madison Avenue

  Tulsa OK, 74120-6216
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Cyndi Alexander

  456 S 92nd East Ave.

  same

  Tulsa OK, 74112-3616
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Verone Lees

  2020 NW 20th ST

  Oklahoma City OK, 73106-1610
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Larry Casey

  209 East Prairie Ave

  Coalgate OK, 74538-3425
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Lynne Dunham

  16429 Grace Ann Ct

  Edmond OK, 73013-3285
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Kimberly Spencer

  4926 S Spruce Dr

  Sand Springs OK, 74063-2007
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Randall Strozier

  19702 E. 45th Street S.

  Broken Arrow OK, 74014-8205
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Quinton CRABTREE

  Po box 700791

  Tulsa OK, 74170-0791
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Trudy Harvey

  24503 S Horsecreek Dr

  Afton OK, 74331-9538
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Jerry Murphree

  10630 S. Richmond Ave.

  Tulsa OK, 74137-6825
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Deborah Blaser

  1646 Crestview

  Cordell OK, 73632-1413
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Robert Webber

  8410 S Nogales Ave W

  Tulsa OK, 74132-5500
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Mary Ann Kelsey

  5681 S 84th E Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74145-7916
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  melody Phelps

  97 WESTERN MDWS

  DURANT OK, 74701-8913
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  William Dean

  2409 S Sweet Gum Ave

  2409 S Sweet Gum Ave

  Broken Arrow OK, 74012-9405
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  HOW BIG WAS THEIR PROFIT LAST YEAR???  THEY FILE EVERY CHANCE THEY GET IN ORDER TO KEEP

RATES GOING UP.  WITH ICE STORM RATES COMING THEY DON'T NEED THIS INCREASE LET THEM

SHARE A

LITTLE HURT WITH THE REST OF US!!!!!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Gerald Connors

  4025 TAMARAC CT

  Edmond OK, 73003-3059
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Robert Leveridge

  345 Wewoka Dr

  Norman OK, 73071-7209
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Tina Denson

  703 W 18TH ST S

  Claremore OK, 74019-3548
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Barbie Tapp

  7839 S MEMORIAL DR APT 11004

  TULSA OK, 74133-3698
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Cornelius Gentles

  1322 N WACO AVE

  TULSA OK, 74127-3012
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Wanda Bennett

  5819 E 71st Pl

  #515

  Tulsa OK, 74136-6637
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Margery Armstrong

  7031 East 77th Place

  Tulsa OK, 74133-7850
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Becky Fenwick

  13704 NE 10th St

  Choctaw OK, 73020-8102
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Paula Taylor

  1918 Aspen Pl

  Shawnee OK, 74804-2419
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Kevin McAllister

  5114 S Nassau Avenue

  Sand Springs OK, 74063-2133
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Susan McMahon

  9042 S 253rd E Avenue

  Broken Arrow OK, 74014-5591
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Norman Hildebrand

  P.O. Box 691

  520 Quapaw St.

  Quapaw OK, 74363-0691
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Karen Keck

  300 NW12th St

  Apt. 229

  Oklahoma City OK, 73103-3726
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  David E. Wright, Jr.

  6005 Vixen Way

  Oklahoma City OK, 73142-4804
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Jill Cox

  6616 NW 119th Street

  Oklahoma City OK, 73162-1779
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  ARLENE GRAY

  1837 S 71st East Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74112-7627
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Pamela Chapman

  8917 E 12th St

  Tulsa OK, 74112-8103
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Stephanie Sorrels

  3101 St Thomas Ave

  Moore OK, 73160-7509
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Dana Brown

  396817 W. 2400 Road

  Bartlesville OK, 74006-0351
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Carol Owsiany

  2826 E. 85th St

  Tulsa OK, 74137-1437
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Mary Stone

  9806 E. 102nd St. N.

  Owasso OK, 74055-7876
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Shirley Taylor

  PO Box 36

  Alex

  Alex OK, 73002-0036
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Charles West

  3344 S. Utica Ave.

  Tulsa OK, 74105-2734
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Barbara Parker

  1935 N Nogales Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74127-2726
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Elliott Brown

  1701 N 13th St

  Broken Arrow OK, 74012-9351
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Alvin Frazier

  12019 E 33rd Pl

  Tulsa OK, 74146-2101
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  FERNANDO LEY

  606 fairway drive

  Broken Arrow OK, 74011-8418
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Robert Trammel

  1409 Oakwood Dr

  Norman OK, 73069-4446
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Charles Wilson

  12700 SW 53RD ST

  MUSTANG OK, 73064-7257
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Bob Fiegel

  514 NW 164th St

  Edmond OK, 73013-2001
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Teresa Westmuckett

  3352 N Choctaw Rd

  Choctaw OK, 73020-8693
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  jarrel chambers

  410 nw 68th

  Lawton OK, 73505-5402
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Larry Moore

  62301 E 247 LOOP

  Grove OK, 74344-7456
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Roy Smock

  12036 S 278th East Ave

  Coweta OK, 74429-5931
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Charles Perry

  6408 s cedar ave

  Broken Arrow OK, 74011-4137
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  DALLAS TOMLINSON

  2439 S 108TH EAST AVE

  Tulsa OK, 74129-4813
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Kimberly Dry

  54706 County Road 504

  Rose OK, 74364-1327
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Gerald Berry

  PO Box 450118

  61881 E. 313 rd

  Grove OK, 74345-0118
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Carlton Smith

  405 W. Scott Street

  Henryetta OK, 74437-5641
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Judith Cromer

  6408 N Wheeling Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74130-1328
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Kenneth Launer

  2929 Dyer Dr

  El Reno OK, 73036-7318
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Helen Conklin

  615 S Yale Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74112-2837
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Grayson Lucky

  16704 Moorgate Lane

  Edmond OK, 73012-4245
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Rhonda Thompson

  34969 RIVER ROAD

  Whitesboro OK, 74577-1021
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Kathy Green

  23 East Main St., Apt. 301

  Idabel OK, 74745-4616
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Liz Butcher

  1105 Golden Eagle Drive

  Norman OK, 73072-8175
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Shelby Steinhouse

  7931 n 125th e ave

  Owasso OK, 74055-7801
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Becky Tripke

  5417 S Norfolk Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74105-6811
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Joe Stephens

  507 North Dogwood St

  Owasso OK, 74055-2424
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  CAROLYN tadlock

  2836 N. A . STREET

  Mcalester OK, 74501-2202
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Penelope Posner

  406 N 6TH ST

  HENRYETTA OK, 74437-2804
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Elizabeth Henry

  3720 JOHANNA BLVD

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74014-1650
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Mark Rushing

  8412 S 112th E Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74133-2575
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  JANET BLACK

  4982 S 204 East Ave

  Broken Arrow OK, 74014-1729
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Elizabeth Henry

  3720 JOHANNA BLVD

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74014-1650
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Lee Harris

  301 Apple Creek Dr

  Sand Springs OK, 74063-5521
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Glena Brock

  21 Dusky Valley Ln

  Chickasha OK, 73018-7802
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  grady Stephens Jr

  2109 W Waco St

  broken arrow OK, 74011-3932
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  David Ziegenbein

  11480 S. Birdie ln.

  Apt. 103

  Bixby OK, 74008-5174
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  sarah garfield

  1315 N Main

  Tulsa OK, 74106-4638
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Earlinda Hope

  765 w 13th st

  Tulsa OK, 74127-9162
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Danny Morris

  1456 Cherokee Hills Dr

  Bartlesville OK, 74006-4342
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Carolyn Harris

  3204 sw Chisholm Trail

  Lawton OK, 73501-8224
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Car Coots

  10215 N 1830 Rd

  Cheyenne OK, 73628-5068
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Eddie Canady

  2415 s Olympia Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74107-2807
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Ronald Earley

  1925 E. 55th St

  Tulsa OK, 74105-8804
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Susan Earley

  1925 E. 55th St

  Tulsa OK, 74105-8804
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  phil ware

  4600 w memphis st

  Broken Arrow OK, 74012-8982
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Gwendolyn Hawkins-Minor

  2001 N. Lewis Ave.

  Tulsa OK, 74110-2544
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Debbie O'Hearn

  11425 E. 128 Place

  Broken Arrow OK, 74011-5234
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Stephen Mashburn

  1210 E 9TH ST

  SAND SPRINGS OK, 74063-8707
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Bradley Messer

  11619 S Hudson place

  Tulsa OK, 74137-8532
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Gary Ketcher

  18542 E 380 RD

  CHELSEA OK, 74016-3153
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Donna Shepard

  2405 SW 43RD ST

  LAWTON OK, 73505-8036
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Patricia faigle

  11234 s 66th e ave

  Bixby OK, 74008-2082
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Charles faigle

  11234 s 66th e ave

  Bixby OK, 74008-2082
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Clifford Hite

  12820 E. 132nd St. S.

  Broken Arrow OK, 74011-3117
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Lolita Baltes

  13242 E 32nd CT

  Tulsa OK, 74134-4006
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  PEGGY PALMER

  5250 S ELM PL

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74011-4849
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  GLEN WARREN

  9509 HILLCREST DR

  9509 Hillcrest Dr

  Broken Arrow OK, 74014-3227
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Dianna Doll

  4930 S Maplewood Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74135-6825
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Dustin Scantling

  12410 e 90th st n

  Owasso OK, 74055-2091
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  James Chambers

  6423 S Hudson Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74136-2025
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  john gunnells

  2122 N FLORENCE AVE

  TULSA OK, 74110-2301
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Ted Tamage

  215 East 116th. Court

  Jenks OK, 74037-3612
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Robert Fisher

  3036 E 85TH ST

  Tulsa OK, 74137-1417
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Vicki Silva

  1004 N Hopi

  Chouteau OK, 74337-3627
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Harry Marlow

  5526 S ATLANTA AVE

  Tulsa OK, 74105-7251
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Doug Pearson

  1402 S 19th St.

  Chickasha OK, 73018-5314
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Jerry Nicholson

  176 Bokchito road

  Idabel OK, 74745-5934
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Rebecca Hopper

  9417 S Richmond Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74137-2322
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Kimberlee Bishop

  3313 W Atlanta Ct

  Broken Arrow OK, 74012-0847
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Tammy Jackson

  8833 Keller Rd

  Grove OK, 74344-4307
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Detria Harris

  1609 S 131 E Pl

  Tulsa OK, 74108-5333
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Sharon J Sawyer

  310 N Pecan St

  Henryetta OK, 74437-1706
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  MARY HAMILTON

  9509 HILLCREST DR

  Broken Arrow OK, 74014-3227
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Laurie Linihan

  106 lakeside lane north

  Adair OK, 74330-3087
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Linda Lawson

  7104 s ash pl

  Broken Arrow OK, 74011-6862
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Paul Linihan

  106 lakeside lane north

  Adair OK, 74330-3087
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Bonnie Atkinson

  8218 S 84 E Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74133-8019
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Nick GEORGOPOULOS

  3946 S Florence Place

  Tulsa OK, 74105-3732
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Brandon Pritchett

  17055 E 394 Rd

  Claremore OK, 74017-3378
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  dave king

  4208 W. Iola st

  Broken Arrow OK, 74012-0606
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Jean Ann Poore

  316 SE Morningside Ave

  Bartlesville OK, 74006-2422
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  John Bookout

  7541 South Mingo Road #13106

  Tulsa OK, 74133-3450
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Enid Coffey

  3570 E 420 Rd

  Adair OK, 74330-2666
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Kevin Bates

  6024 Martin Pl

  Bartlesville OK, 74006-8018
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Corrine Wilson

  7212 S Shelby Ln

  Broken Arrow OK, 74014-2531
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Julie Wood

  17197 County Road 3800

  Coalgate OK, 74538-3843
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Aristeo Arroyo

  6702 S 112th E Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74133-2610
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Vona Cox

  14305 E 102nd Cir N

  Owasso OK, 74055-4500
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Margaret Cunningham

  5731 E 72nd Place

  Tulsa OK, 74136-7254
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Michael Keller

  120 N Louisville Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74115-7302
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Carol Reese

  12309 east 79th street north

  Owasso OK, 74055-7944
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Andranez Williams

  1218 West Queen Street

  Tulsa OK, 74127-2502
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Bill Collier

  59873 E 333 RD

  GROVE OK, 74344-7985
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Leighton Duitsman

  9 NW Lakewood Drive

  Lawton OK, 73505-3737
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Barbara Groberg

  1415 W Canton Pl

  Broken Arrow OK, 74012-6881
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Tammy Kroeker

  125 North McCracken Street

  Chouteau OK, 74337-3219
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Betty Henderson

  P O BOX 193

  Dewey OK, 74029-0193
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Carl Huenefeld

  9164 S Florence Pl.

  Tulsa OK, 74137-3645
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Mary-Alyce Huenefeld

  9164 S Florence Pl.

  Tulsa OK, 74137-3645
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  michael pryse

  16866 W SHELL CREEK RD

  Sand Springs OK, 74063-5376
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Aaron Bell

  5425 S. Louisville Avenue

  Tulsa OK, 74135-3815
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Joseph Liu

  11 Longacre Dr.

  Ramona OK, 74061-2500
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Susan Beaumont

  4630 E 54th St

  #129

  Tulsa OK, 74135-6219
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Gwendolyn Gomes

  9329 E 49th Street

  Tulsa OK, 74145-7316
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Robert Walker

  4920 S. Boston Pl.

  Tulsa OK, 74105-4606
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Stephen Byford

  3805 W. Vandalia St.

  Broken Arrow OK, 74012-6136
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Karon McNeil

  625 Red Oak Rd

  McAlester OK, 74501-7856
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  tom sexton

  11752 E 128th Pl S

  Broken Arrow OK, 74011-5239
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Lisa Taber

  5024 E 110th St

  Tulsa OK, 74137-7262
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Richard Umstead

  1608 W Sandusky St

  Broken Arrow OK, 74012-0468
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Stephen Young

  204 W 33RD PL

  SAND SPRINGS OK, 74063-3413
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Lisa McGee

  1113 S Fern Ave

  Broken Arrow OK, 74012-5002
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Sonia Carroll

  6414 TRAIL DR

  BARTLESVILLE OK, 74006-8109
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Cheryl Kaiser

  215 East 117 St So

  Jenks OK, 74037-3617
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Larry Conklin

  344 N Butternut Ave

  Broken Arrow OK, 74012-8650
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  LouAnn Boatwright

  12211 E 81st Pl N

  Owasso OK, 74055-6215
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Bette Brodie

  2610 NW 81ST ST

  LAWTON OK, 73505-1115
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Cindy Manchester

  5739 S Marion Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74135-4173
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  James Wemhaner

  11714 S Willow St

  Jenks OK, 74037-4357
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  David Kelly

  1502 W 117TH CT S

  JENKS OK, 74037-4271
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Roger Millea

  8902 E 100th St

  Tulsa OK, 74133-6184
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Robert Lair

  2627 S 75TH EAST AVE

  TULSA OK, 74129-6421
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Robert McNamara

  8409 S. 100th E Place

  Tulsa OK, 74133-4533
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Melinda Estrada

  412 N Main St

  Sand Springs OK, 74063-7524
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are struggling. I live in a small, but very old, poorly

insulated rental home. I'm on the monthly average pay plan & I pay

more than $170 per month to PSO.I shouldn't be required to cut back on groceries & medicine so these out of state

investors can get their dividends! I'm not alone! Too many seniors are

forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity. This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Catherine Gervasio

  3516 E 28TH ST

  TULSA OK, 74114-5918
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Lars Hermanson

  4515 SE BARLOW DR

  BARTLESVILLE OK, 74006-6702
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Marion Cox

  6224 E ARCHER ST

  Apt 204

  TULSA OK, 74115-8602
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Celia Griffin

  71 N WHEELING AVE

  TULSA OK, 74110-5237
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Julia Duncan

  4005 E 107th St

  Tulsa OK, 74137-6702
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Eady Michael

  3641 S 131ST EAST AVE

  TULSA OK, 74134-5025
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  William Sossamon

  14108 E 103RD ST N

  OWASSO OK, 74055-5919
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Minette Mannas

  720 S KNOXVILLE AVE

  TULSA OK, 74112-3842
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Christine Hardy

  PO BOX 2745

  TULSA OK, 74101-2745
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Richard Kindberg

  18414 E 46th St

  Tulsa OK, 74134-7450
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Russell Stoops

  1423 W Frontage Rd

  Okemah OK, 74859-6400
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Gerald Berry

  PO BOX 450118

  GROVE OK, 74345-0118



Dear Commissioner,

I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed

incomes and say no to PSO’s latest attempts to raise rates. With the

fall-out of the winter storm looming, older Oklahomans simply cannot afford

back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for

older Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of

groceries, gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this

out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-back rate

increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every

year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own

money or finding efficiencies. I know with your help, we can push back

against these outlandish requests, especially with everything going on.

I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed

incomes and are struggling. Right now, too many seniors are forced to

choose between food, medicine and electricity. This must stop!

Sincerely,

Angel Parent-Perez

1212 NW Parkview Ave.

Lawton, OK 73507

405.921-3703

angelparentperez@gmail.com

*It is not what we have or do not have that defines us. It is how we treat

others. *

 DISCLAIMER:

The information contained in this e-mail and any attachment is

confidential. It is intended only for the use of the individual named in

the address (email) heading, and the privileges and confidentiality are not

waived by virtue of this having been sent by facsimile transmission and/or

e-mail. If the person actually receiving this facsimile/e-mail message is

not the named recipient or the employee or agent responsible to deliver it

to the named recipient, any use, dissemination, distribution or copy of

this communication, by any means, is strictly prohibited. If you have

received this communication in error, please return it to the above address

via land mail or fax, then shred the original or delete the e-mail.

 Electronic Communications Privacy Act,18 U.S.C., 2520-2521
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Angalette Parent-Perez

  1212 NW Parkview Blvd

  Lawton OK, 73507-4622
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Susan Lisenbee

  11860 E 38TH ST

  TULSA OK, 74146-2817
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Vaughn McMayo

  6509 S CHESTNUT AVE

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74011-1873
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Bobbie Bailey

  11411 E 99TH ST N

  OWASSO OK, 74055-6450
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Ligia Jones-Parra

  19097 RIDGELINE RD

  Catoosa OK, 74015-6553
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Georgia Steinberg

  1731 S INDIANAPOLIS AVE

  TULSA OK, 74112-5831
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Rate increase is NOT necessary !!!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Richard Fowler

  PO BOX 9581

  TULSA OK, 74157-0581
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!  Rates are high enough DO NOT RAISE THEM AGAIN!!!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Betty Fowler

  PO BOX 9581

  TULSA OK, 74157-0581
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Sharon Anderson

  1627 N Peoria Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74106-4463
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Debbie Mileto

  10889 NE MEERS PORTER HILL RD

  ELGIN OK, 73538-3513
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Johnny Beaty

  2510 S HUDSON PL

  TULSA OK, 74114-3702
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Theodore Schultz

  6279 S Knoxville Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74136-1430
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  LINDA AREND

  12121 S FULTON AVE E

  BIXBY OK, 74008-2753
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Diana Terry

  535 East Pine Place

  Tulsa, OK

  Tulsa OK, 74106-4301
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Gary Becker

  10421 S 228TH EAST AVE

  Broken Arrow OK, 74014-6223
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Cheryl Rogers

  7403 S KINGSTON AVE

  Tulsa OK, 74136-6902
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Stephanie Young

  8118 S LAKEWOOD PL APT 2

  TULSA OK, 74137-2164
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Donna Sessions

  994 E 61ST ST APT 3Y

  TULSA OK, 74136-1359
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Cheryl Sanders

  420 S MAIN ST APT 700

  TULSA OK, 74103-3907
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Kathryn Woodard

  4525 S RETANA AVE

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74011-1394
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Karen Hall

  3742 S 61ST WEST AVE

  TULSA OK, 74107-4828
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  DENNIS TOTTY

  462 S INDIANAPOLIS AVE

  TULSA OK, 74112-2626
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Carl Boone

  7404 S NORWOOD AVE

  TULSA OK, 74136-6907
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Masamitsu Mitchell

  1926 S 111TH EAST AVE

  TULSA OK, 74128-6329
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Debra Langston

  9021 S 73RD EAST AVE

  TULSA OK, 74133-4828
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Patricia Williams

  5522 E 46TH ST

  TULSA OK, 74135-6719
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Diana Sowder

  20808 E 48TH ST S

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74014-8739
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Thawng Hatzaw

  309 W 111TH PL S

  JENKS OK, 74037-3368
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  George Albano

  9002 S 77TH EAST PL

  TULSA OK, 74133-4880
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Joan Caudle

  4525 S IRONWOOD AVE

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74011-3024
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Mike Burnette

  10608 E 96TH PL N

  OWASSO OK, 74055-4343
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Eddie Jarman

  2 longacre drive

  Ramona OK, 74061-2528
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Patricia Behrens

  12151 S 104TH EAST AVE

  BIXBY OK, 74008-5855
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Anthony Hayes

  2404 SW 53RD ST

  LAWTON OK, 73505-9656
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Juli Easley

  5103 S SHERIDAN RD # 344

  TULSA OK, 74145-7627
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Shirley  Zuri McKie

  3171 S 129TH EAST AVE APT 324

  TULSA OK, 74134-3205
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  LaRinda Lollis

  1417 County Road 2605

  Hominy OK, 74035-6732
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Robert Ellis

  P.O. Box 450875

  GROVE,OK 74345

  Grove OK, 74345-0875
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Kaylie sager

  27602 E 108TH PL S

  COWETA OK, 74429-3425
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Veda MORSE

  3128 GLENWOOD DRIVE

  CHICKASHA OK, 73018-7314
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Lori Potts

  5931 S 145TH WEST AVE

  SAND SPRINGS OK, 74063-2502
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Thomas Straessle

  1104 N NEW HAVEN AVE

  TULSA OK, 74115-6107
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Jocelyn Edwards

  1505 N 24Th West Place

  SINGLE_FAMILY_HOME

  Tulsa OK, 74127-2240
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  John Martin

  1547 KING DR APT 1128

  Bartlesville OK, 74006-4826
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Freda Williams

  5917 E 4TH PL

  Tulsa OK, 74112-1632
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Sheryl Gambrell

  8223 S OSWEGO AVE

  TULSA OK, 74137-1628
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Linda Lavender

  1637 W PLYMOUTH ST

  Broken Arrow OK, 74012-0461
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Glenda Rogers

  101 N 36th West Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74127-8121
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Mary Gouveia

  517 South 26th Street

  Broken Arrow OK, 74014-2368
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Simuel Bell

  1309 NW BALDWIN AVE APT C4

  LAWTON OK, 73507-4027
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Kerwin Bartley

  10 S. Quanah Ave.

  house

  Tulsa OK, 74127-8649
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Mary-Sue Hamilton

  1302 W 1ST ST

  ELK CITY OK, 73644-4410
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Sherrill Yeates

  3911 E 32 St

  Tulsa OK, 74135-1635
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Neil Fisher

  4308 MAPLE DR

  SAND SPRINGS OK, 74063-2437
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Pam Clark

  9015 S Delaware Ave

  Unit 304

  Tulsa OK, 74137-3347
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Dartland Steed

  1017 N VANDALIA AVE

  TULSA OK, 74115-6328
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  George Fletcher

  3627 S. Jamestown Ave.

  Tulsa OK, 74135-2233
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Shirley Shields

  12700 E 100TH ST N APT 13106

  OWASSO OK, 74055-9317
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Maryann Perkins

  6221 S YORKTOWN PL

  TULSA OK, 74136-0915



I don't believe any more than a 10% increase in prices for one year

should be allowed (with prices reverting back to 2020 prior prices) for

the February 2021 Winter Storm.

I agree that a price increase is needed but prices clearly exceeded the

price gouging limits mentioned in the attached Oklahoma Attorney

General's email notification of February 15, 2021.  I also believe I

read that there would be people prosecuted for price gouging even though

the securitization bill was passed however, I have not yet heard of any

charges nor would I expect any.  I think you should push that all

statutes be enforced in order to maintain some integrity of the Oklahoma

Corporation Commission.  The Commission was slow to react in the

Earthquake - Disposal Well link, please question this increase prior to

allowing a non gouging increase.

It is real frustrating that my guess is that prices will increase for

many years when prices during that week clearly exceeded any reasonable

prices and should not have been allowed.

I appreciate the Oil and Gas Industry, I just feel they should follow

the same laws as other industries are supposed to follow.

John Bookout

jabak27@gmail.com

918-519-0720

Attachments -

Oklahoma AG Price Gouging Email

Oklahoma Treasurer Collections Email

PRESS RELEASE | Attorney General Hunter Reminds Oklahomans Price Gouging Statute in Effect Statewide with

Ongoing State of Emergency

Subject: PRESS RELEASE | Attorney General Hunter Reminds Oklahomans Price Gouging Statute in Effect

Statewide with Ongoing State of Emergency From: "Oklahoma Attorney General's Office"

<OKAG@public.govdelivery.com> Date: 2/15/2021, 10:03 AM To: jabak27@gmail.com MIKE HUNTER ATTORNEY

GENERAL OF OKLAHOMA FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE February 15, 2021 Attorney General Hunter



Reminds Oklahomans Price Gouging Statute in Effect Statewide with Ongoing State of Emergency OKLAHOMA

CITY – Attorney General Mike Hunter today is reminding Oklahomans looking to do

business in the state that the price gouging statute is in effect statewide with the ongoing state of emergency due to

the winter weather that continues to impact the state. The Emergency

Price Stabilization Act, also referred to the state price gouging statute, prohibits an increase of more than 10% for

the price of goods or services after a declared emergency. The statute

automatically triggers after the issuance of a state or federal emergency declaration. Attorney General Hunter said

the statute allows his office to pursue charges against individuals

or businesses that engage in price gouging. “The majority of Oklahomans typically look to help their neighbors in

times of need, including times of emergency like we are experiencing

with the frigid weather,” Attorney General Hunter said. “However, there are some that look to benefit and seen

opportunity when others are struggling. I want to warn those looking to

gouge unexpecting Oklahomans by making them pay exorbitant prices for goods or services that they will face

charges if an investigation proves they are in violation of the state’s price

stabilization act. While record cold weather continues to impact our state, I encourage Oklahomans to pay attention

and not pay inflated prices if they encounter them.”  For more information

or to report a complaint, individuals are encouraged to contact the Attorney General’s Consumer Protection Unit by

phone at (405) 521-2029, or email at consumerprotection@oag.ok.gov.

   PRESS RELEASE | Attorney General Hunter Reminds Oklahomans Pri... 1 of 2 9/14/2021, 1:02 PM With record

cold temperatures, and more snow in the forecast, officials are encouraging

people to stay home. If individuals need to travel, they can check road conditions with the interactive map provided

by the Oklahoma Department of Transportation, here: https://bit.ly/3jXMhZ9.

Also, check local news services for closings and cancelations.  ### MEDIA CONTACTS: Alex Gerszewski,

Communications Director Office: (405) 522-3116 Cell: (405) 250-9230 Email: alex.gerszewski@oag.ok.gov

Ashton Johnston, Press Secretary Office: (405) 522-1863 Cell: (405) 534-0545 Email: ashton.johnston@oag.ok.gov

Stay Connected with Oklahoma Attorney General Mike Hunter Facebook - Twitter

- Website This email was sent to jabak27@gmail.com using GovDelivery Communications Cloud on behalf of:

Oklahoma Attorney General's Office · 313 NE 21st Street · Oklahoma City, OK 73105

· 405-521-3921 PRESS RELEASE | Attorney General Hunter Reminds Oklahomans Pri... 2 of 2 9/14/2021, 1:02 PM

Gross Receipts Rise Sharply in April

Subject: Gross Receipts Rise Sharply in April From: "Oklahoma State Treasurer Randy McDaniel"

<OKTREASURER@public.govdelivery.com> Date: 5/6/2021, 7:31 AM To: jabak27@gmail.com Having

trouble viewing this email? View it as a Web page. For Immediate Release: May 6, 2021 Gross Receipts Rise

Sharply in April Charts and graphs OKLAHOMA CITY – Gross Receipts to the Treasury

jumped by more than 38 percent in April, driven by record oil and gas production tax collections along with increases

in sales and income tax payments, State Treasurer Randy McDaniel



announced today. Collections from all sources in April total $1.49 billion, up by $413.2 million from April 2020. Some

increase was expected because last April was the first full month

of the pandemic and receipts were negatively impacted by a delay in the income tax filing deadline. Even so, the

increase was not from income taxes only. Every major revenue stream rose

by doubledigit percentages, including a 73 percent boost in gross production taxes on oil and natural gas and a 32

percent surge in sales and use tax receipts. Combined individual and

corporate income taxes grew by 36.4 percent for the month. “Oklahoma’s economy was hitting on all cylinders in

April, especially compared to where we were a year ago,” Treasurer McDaniel

said. “Consumer confidence is on the rise, reflecting growing optimism about the economy.” The Oklahoma

Business Conditions Index in April remained above growth neutral for a fifth consecutive

month. The April index was set at 70.9, its highest level in 10 years. Numbers above 50 indicate economic

expansion is expected during the next three to six months. April’s gross production

tax generated $133.7 million, the highest monthly total in more than a decade. Collections for the month reflect oil

field production during February when natural gas prices spiked during

the record cold snap and crude oil prices were on the rise. Sales tax receipts not only exceeded collections from a

year ago, but also topped those from April of 2019. Much of the increase

is attributed to expenditure of federal stimulus payments, which pumped billions of dollars into the Oklahoma

economy. Combined gross receipts from the past 12 months of $13.56 billion

are above collections from the previous 12 months by $342.8 million, or 2.6 percent. The growth ends a one-year

contraction in 12month receipts. Gross Receipts Rise Sharply in April

1 of 3 9/14/2021, 1:14 PM Employment picture The March unemployment rate in Oklahoma was reported as 4.2

percent, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. The state’s jobless

rate was down by two-tenths of a percentage point from February, but up from 3.2 percent in March 2020. The U.S.

unemployment rate was set at 6 percent in March. April collections Compared

to gross receipts from April 2020, collections in April 2021 show: Total April 2021 gross collections are $1.49 billion,

up $413.2 million, or 38.3 percent. Gross income tax collections,

a combination of individual and corporate income taxes, generated $553.4 million, up by $147.5 million, or 36.4

percent. Individual income tax collections are $414.1 million, an increase

of $45.7 million, or 12.4 percent. Corporate collections are $139.3 million, up by $101.8 million, or 272.1 percent.

Large monthly variances in corporate collections are not uncommon.

Combined sales and use tax collections, including remittances on behalf of cities and counties, total $568.1 million –

up by $137.6 million, or 32 percent. Sales tax collections total

$481.4 million, an increase of $113.1 million, or 30.7 percent. Use tax receipts, collected on out-of-state purchases

including internet sales, generated $86.7 million, an increase of

$24.6 million, or 39.5 percent. Gross production taxes on oil and natural gas total $133.7 million, an increase of $73

million, or 120.3 percent. Motor vehicle taxes produced $78.4 million,

up by $25.5 million, or 48 percent. Other collections composed of some 60 different sources including taxes on fuel,

tobacco, medical marijuana, and alcoholic beverages, produced $158.5

million – up by $29.5 million, or 22.9 percent. The medical marijuana tax produced $6.2 million, up by $1.9 million, or

45 percent from April 2020. Twelve-month collections Combined

gross receipts for past 12 months compared to the trailing 12 months show: Gross revenue totals $13.56 billion. That

is $342.8 million, or 2.6 percent, above collections from the previous

period. Gross income taxes generated $4.91 billion, an increase of $525.1 million, or 12 percent. Individual income

tax collections total $4.17 billion, up by $313.2 million, or 8.1

percent. Corporate collections are $736.6 million, an increase of $211.9 million, or 40.4 percent. Combined sales



and use taxes generated $5.66 billion, an increase of $138.7 million,

or 2.5 percent. Gross sales tax receipts total $4.82 billion, up by $28.4 million, or 0.6 percent. Use tax collections

generated $840.2 million, an increase of $110.4 million, or 15.1

percent. Oil and gas gross production tax collections generated $645.3 million, down by $312.1 million, or 32.6

percent. Gross Receipts Rise Sharply in April 2 of 3 9/14/2021, 1:14 PM

This email was sent to jabak27@gmail.com using GovDelivery Communications Cloud on behalf of: Oklahoma

Office of State Treasurer · 2300 N. Lincoln Blvd., Room 217 · Oklahoma City, OK

73105 Motor vehicle collections total $801.8 million, an increase of $23.6 million, or 3 percent. Other sources

generated $1.55 billion, down by $32.6 million, or 2.1 percent. Medical

marijuana taxes generated $64.8 million, up by $29.3 million, or 82.4 percent. About Gross Receipts to the Treasury

The monthly Gross Receipts to the Treasury report, developed by the

state treasurer’s office, provides a timely and broad view of the state’s economy. It is released in conjunction with the

General Revenue Fund report from the Office of Management and

Enterprise Services, which provides information to state agencies for budgetary planning purposes. The General

Revenue Fund, the state’s main operating account, receives less than half

of the state’s gross receipts with the remainder paid in rebates and refunds, remitted to cities and counties, and

apportioned to other state funds. # # # For more information contact:

Tim Allen, Deputy Treasurer for Communications & Program Administration (405) 205-4929 Stay Connected with

Oklahoma Office of State Treasurer: SUBSCRIBER SERVICES: Manage Subscriptions

 |  Unsubscribe All  |  Help Gross Receipts Rise Sharply in April 3 of 3 9/14/2021, 1:14 PM



From: Hermien Terpstra6212 E 77th StTulsa, OK  74136

Dear Commissioner,

I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest attempts

to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

Message Body

Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates. Thank

you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many Oklahomans.

Thank you for saying no to PSO!

Sent from my iPad



Dear CommissionI am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to

PSO&rsquo;s latest attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter

storm looming, older Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to

stand up for older and disadvantaged Oklahomans already stretched thin

from the rapidly rising cost of groceries, gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-

led company and let them know back-to-back rate increases are not

how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of

finding efficiencies. I know with your help, we can push back against these

outlandish requests, especially during the pandemic, when all industries and individuals are having to do more with

less. Say no to PSO.  Thank you, Eric Sachau5305 S. Atlanta Ave.Tulsa

OK 74105



You've received a new form based mail from https://oklahoma.gov/content/sok-

wcm/en/occ/about/commissioners/dana-murphy/contact-commissioner-

murphy/_jcr_content/responsivegrid/container_copy.html.

Values:

First Name: :

Sharon K.

Last Name: :

Caskey

E-mail: :

skc43@hotmail.com

Phone: :

9184066903

Street Address: :

4630 E 59th Street

City: :

Tulsa

State :

OK

ZIP: :

74135

Message: :

Commissioner Murphy, Please do not allow PSO to raise their rates.  Too many of us lost our jobs due to covid - and

being age 65 does not make it easy to find work in Tulsa in oil and

gas.  Truly this is NOT a time for them to request an increase and like their customers, they need to figure out ways

to make things work on the fees they are charging.  I could go on

and on but want my request to be heard by you.  YOU can make a difference for us and we appreciate your

representation on things like this.  The economy is struggling.  Please do not

allow PSO to make this extreme increase in rates as we are all doing the best we can with what we have.  Thank

you.
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Johnny Vinson

  629 E XYLER ST

  TULSA OK, 74106-3834
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  No

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Steve Brown

  8218 S 77TH EAST AVE APT 2083

  TULSA OK, 74133-3966
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  James Lamb

  5435 S Oxford Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74135-7748
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Terry Baxter

  2534 E 19TH ST

  TULSA OK, 74104-5806
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Betty Pittman

  534 E ZION PL

  Tulsa OK, 74106-3810
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Scott Martin

  2205 W 112th Ct S

  Jenks OK, 74037-1710
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Rickey Raglin

  1525 n Columbia pl

  Tulsa OK, 74110-2663
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  William Sawyer

  4722 NE MACARTHUR CIR

  LAWTON OK, 73507-6117
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  William Slack

  108 e 2nd

  WELEETKA OK, 74880-5018
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  JD Lewis

  5010 SE PEBBLE CREEK RD

  LAWTON OK, 73501-8719
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Rick Herod

  7624 E 88TH ST

  TULSA OK, 74133-4843
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Judy Boffer

  1611 Riverside Drive

  Apt. 23

  Tulsa OK, 74119-4242
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  John Boffer

  1611 Riverside Drive

  Apt. 23

  Tulsa OK, 74119-4242
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Charles West

  3344 S. Utica Ave.

  Tulsa OK, 74105-2734
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Marcella Covault

  4809 SE Brown Ave.

  Lawton OK, 73501-8304
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Cindy Wells

  1424 S 107th East Ave Apt A

  Tulsa OK, 74128-4021
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Becky Hamilton

  200 E Ozark

  MORRIS OK, 74445-4834
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Paul & Eleanor Mullen

  8246 So. 73rd East Ave.

  Tulsa OK, 74133-4201
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Letycia Conners

  4722 S 199TH EAST AVE

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74014-1374
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Stephanie Howard-Brown

  406 East Marshall Street

  Tulsa OK, 74106-4728
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Michael Curtis

  1722 E 60th Street

  Tulsa OK, 74105-7013
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Thelma Young

  4327 E 68TH ST UNIT 509

  TULSA OK, 74136-4616
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Patrick Carrier

  6946 E 19TH ST

  TULSA OK, 74112-7610
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  James Armstrong

  1112 NW 73RD ST

  LAWTON OK, 73505-4273
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Donald Casey

  8952 S HUDSON AVE

  TULSA OK, 74137-3593
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Charles Hutchinson

  3021 NE LANCASTER LANE

  Lawton OK, 73507-1925
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  William Day

  2825 N Juniper Avenue

  Broken Arrow OK, 74012-0894
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Kyle Mahaffey

  1206 2nd Pl

  Elgin OK, 73538-8806
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Thomas Curtiss

  329 S. 43rd West Ave.

  Tulsa OK, 74127-7736
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Maria Tipton

  6211 S TROOST AVE

  Tulsa OK, 74136-0709
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Roger Burris

  11935 E 20TH ST

  Tulsa OK, 74128-6419
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Michele Lara

  5525 W SKELLY DR

  RM 144

  TULSA OK, 74107-8946
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Dennis shatto

  132 SW 69TH ST

  Lawton OK, 73505-6732
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  LaDonna Keel

  6420 S 86th East Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74133-7621
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  James Hight

  3400 W EL PASO ST

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74012-3211
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Steve Tierney

  5806 NE EDGE HILL DR

  BARTLESVILLE OK, 74006-2184
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Sheryl Zumwalt

  4615 E 93RD CT UNIT B

  TULSA OK, 74137-3968
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Davis Joyce

  8555 S LEWIS AVE APT 289

  TULSA OK, 74137-1218
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Gabriele Gonzales

  103 E 119TH ST S

  JENKS OK, 74037-3624
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Karen Goodson

  2940 W SKELLY DR

  TULSA OK, 74107-9007
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Bill Nichols

  3306 W KNOXVILLE PL

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74012-0974
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  John Harmon

  6919 S. Marion Ave.

  Tulsa OK, 74136-2814
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  JO MCCORD

  8225 S MURPHREE DR

  Broken Arrow OK, 74014-3034
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Arnold Taylor

  199 E ALMAR DR APT 37

  CHICKASHA OK, 73018-7326
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Cynthia Wood

  1507 W D AVE

  ELK CITY OK, 73644-3239
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Nona Palmer

  6335 E 89TH PL

  Tulsa OK, 74137-3118
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  John Henley

  12445 SW Pecan Lakes Cir

  Lawton OK, 73505-7541
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop! I am definitely one of these individuals, with voting rights!!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Lloyd Easton

  4987 S 72ND EAST AVE APT C

  Tulsa OK, 74145-6756
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Carole Fritze

  8723 S. Phoenix Pl

  Tulsa OK, 74132-5606
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Jarrel Chambers

  410 NW 68TH ST

  LAWTON OK, 73505-5402
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Jerry Allen

  2634 N MAPLEWOOD AVE

  TULSA OK, 74115-2905
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Becky Bowles

  7847 S 95TH EAST AVE

  TULSA OK, 74133-4947
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Glenda Hinman

  5013 LAKE BREEZE RD

  GROVE OK, 74344-7840
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Glynn Bryant

  5412 S 97TH WEST AVE

  SAND SPRINGS OK, 74063-4716
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Keith Bass

  1205 S DEWEY AVE APT 1

  BARTLESVILLE OK, 74003-4924
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  William Cogan

  9925 S KINGSTON AVE

  Tulsa OK, 74137-5526
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Alvin Komarek

  5978 E. 36th St.

  Tulsa OK, 74135-5310
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Shirleen Waggoner

  20800 S 280 RD

  MORRIS OK, 74445-2821
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  CHARLES DAVIS

  6533 W Brady Pl

  6533 w brady pl

  Tulsa OK, 74127-5619
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Marny Hill

  4903 S BOSTON AVE

  TULSA OK, 74105-4626
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Ben Windham

  7446 E68PL

  Tulsa OK, 74133-7713
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Laura Miller

  13163 E 80TH ST N

  OWASSO OK, 74055-7207
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Tamara Moran-Smith

  9248 E 58th St.

  Tulsa OK, 74145-8303
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Paul Mannas

  6120 S KINGSTON AVE

  6120 S Kingston Ave

  TULSA OK, 74136-2109
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Reatha Oliver

  7520 WOODRIDGE CIR

  TULSA OK, 74131-3859
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Patricia Carney-Gee

  911 NE PHEASANT LN

  LAWTON OK, 73507-2328
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  ken jarrett

  413 W 44TH ST

  SAND SPRINGS OK, 74063-2401
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Charles Brown

  11472 S FRANKLIN AVE

  JENKS OK, 74037-2422
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Karen Beard

  7206 S 90TH EAST AVE APT 1026

  TULSA OK, 74133-8210
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Janice Herman

  5061 S 136TH EAST AVE APT 324

  TULSA OK, 74134-7016
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Nancy Thompson

  1535 S COLLEGE AVE

  TULSA OK, 74104-5230
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  David Kelly

  502 E WINSTON CIR

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74011-7273
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Billie Birchfield

  1101 N FERN AVE

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74012-1614
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Jeri Higgins

  1815 N NORFOLK AVE

  TULSA OK, 74106-4451
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Deborah Mahnke

  5105 E 30TH PL

  TULSA OK, 74114-6311
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Kenneth Tippen

  768 E 43RD ST N

  Tulsa OK, 74106-1302
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Barry Holt

  8524 E 35TH ST

  TULSA OK, 74145-1544
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Sam Reed

  14302 E 111TH ST N

  OWASSO OK, 74055-6381
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Gregory Landrith

  9933 E 115TH ST S

  BIXBY OK, 74008-2244
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  JoeAnn Vermillion

  670 BLUE JAY CIR

  MCALESTER OK, 74501-7695
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Lorna Hernandez

  10 N GREENWOOD AVE APT S409

  TULSA OK, 74120-1440
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Resa Masopust

  2951 W 65th St

  Tulsa OK, 74132-1318
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Glenn Buckner

  6150 W. 42nd Pl

  Tulsa OK, 74107-6020
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Dennis Choate

  707 N NORWOOD AVE

  TULSA OK, 74115-7746
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Carol Choate

  707 No Norwood Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74115-7746
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Kamille Maddux

  1504 N JUNIPER PL

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74012-1542
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Mae LaVerne Beene

  5814 S 70TH EAST AVE

  TULSA OK, 74145-8222
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Gary Hoffman

  621 S 18TH ST

  CLINTON OK, 73601-4241
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Roberta Magnuson

  10617 S CANTON AVE

  TULSA OK, 74137-7201
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Dorothy Johnson

  1623 S ROGERS AVE

  BARTLESVILLE OK, 74003-5450
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  jerry hathcoat

  1007 Terri Drive

  Bartlesville OK, 74006-8904
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Dolores M Arnold

  1517 E DOVER ST

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74012-9221
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Sunni Groom

  6565 South Fulton Avenue

  Tulsa OK, 74136-2029
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Thurmaple Davis

  2451 N NEW HAVEN AVE

  TULSA OK, 74115-3121
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Donald Banes

  1600 S TUCKER RD

  DUNCAN OK, 73533-8836
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Sally Griffin

  6805 S CHESTNUT AVE

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74011-1878
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Gordon Cole

  2321 W. Louisville St

  Broken Arrow OK, 74012-4624
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Michael Bally

  PO BOX 67

  JENKS OK, 74037-0067
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Letisha King

  517 E MADISON ST

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74012-2042
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Thomas McKenna

  12302 14TH ST

  JENKS OK, 74037-4902
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Steven Hanover

  433 W 67TH ST

  TULSA OK, 74132-1836
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Rick Wilkerson

  302 W 37TH PL

  SAND SPRINGS OK, 74063-2871
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Marsha Gregg

  4908 MACKLYN PL

  BARTLESVILLE OK, 74006-5524
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Karen Lggrke

  9421 SO. EVANSTON PL.

  #716

  Tulsa OK, 74137-5256
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Charlotte Yoast

  1101 S 12TH ST

  CHICKASHA OK, 73018-4222
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Donald Hink

  11275 S 275TH EAST AVE

  COWETA OK, 74429-5957
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Candace Greer

  12166 E 37TH PL

  TULSA OK, 74146-3104
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Sandra Thruston

  602 S ERIE AVE

  TULSA OK, 74112-2836
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Tim Martindale

  1509 S LAUREL AVE

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74012-9002
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  John Wallis

  6 E 25th St

  Tulsa OK, 74114-2410
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Diane Hayes

  2124 E 23RD ST

  TULSA OK, 74114-2906
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Lynn Mundell

  2619 E 6TH ST

  TULSA OK, 74104-2913
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Michael Baldner

  321 Sill Cir

  Blanchard OK, 73010-6701
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Timothy Sartorius

  5001 S 165TH EAST AVE

  TULSA OK, 74134-7186
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Robert Miller

  1518 E 58TH ST

  TULSA OK, 74105-8002
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Jack Celie

  24971 S 638 RD

  GROVE OK, 74344-4458
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Gerrick Johnson

  1703 Redbud Ln

  McAlester OK, 74501-7071
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Marilyn Knox

  9805 E 96TH PL

  TULSA OK, 74133-5121
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Elliott Brown

  1701 N 13TH ST

  Broken Arrow OK, 74012-9351
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Jane Deason

  6904 W 50TH ST

  TULSA OK, 74107-8289
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Darla Pereira

  218 NW MIMOSA LN

  LAWTON OK, 73507-1603
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Don Pritchard

  430 S 4TH ST

  MOUNTAIN VIEW OK, 73062-2021
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Manuel McIntosh

  1413 SE WALNUT CREEK RD

  LAWTON OK, 73501-8396
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Dana Haskins

  1119 S 5TH ST

  chickasha OK, 73018-4610
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Donald Smith

  7519 S 86th East Pl

  Tulsa OK, 74133-3113
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Melody Palmer

  8960 E 16TH PL

  TULSA OK, 74112-8442
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Sharon Caskey

  4630 E 59TH ST

  TULSA OK, 74135-4322
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Rev. Leitch

  PO BOX 700837

  Tulsa OK, 74170-0837
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Jill Tindell

  8614 S 89TH EAST PL

  TULSA OK, 74133-4412
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Patrick Henry

  3547 S Toledo Pl

  Tulsa OK, 74135-2077
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  William Hefner

  2156 STATE HIGHWAY 39

  BLANCHARD OK, 73010-4250
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Victoria Wortham

  1570 S 68TH EAST AVE

  Tulsa OK, 74112-7419
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors and others  are forced to choose between food, medicine

and electricity. This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Cassandra Jackson

  6739 S 112TH EAST AVE

  TULSA OK, 74133-2610
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Roy Foxx

  6235 E 99TH ST

  TULSA OK, 74137-5504
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Terrie Russell

  1425 SE Hillcrest Ave

  Lawton OK, 73501-8710
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Pearl jones

  7419 E 3RD ST

  TULSA OK, 74112-2109
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Ray Johnson

  1624 S NORFOLK AVE

  TULSA OK, 74120-6224
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Ronald Trotter

  316 E 483

  SALINA OK, 74365-2667
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Kathryn Clark

  16738 E 48TH ST

  TULSA OK, 74134-7271
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Judith Cromer

  6408 N Wheeling Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74130-1328
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Janet Walker

  3753 E 82ND PL

  TULSA OK, 74137-1640
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Jerri Barton

  4427 E 76TH ST

  TULSA OK, 74136-8120
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Mildred Hutton

  1001 S 75TH ST

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74014-7330
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Lisa Ortiz

  719 E 50TH ST N

  TULSA OK, 74126-3311
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Michele Caine

  8402 S 77TH EAST AVE APT 1221

  TULSA OK, 74133-3984
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Anita Mills

  7407 E 19TH ST

  TULSA OK, 74112-7701
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  rita matthiesen

  18 NW 40th St.

  Lawton OK, 73505-4912
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Mary-Jane Green

  8416 E 64TH PL

  TULSA OK, 74133-7605
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Karen Rudolph

  8336 S 77TH EAST AVE APT 1220

  TULSA OK, 74133-3931
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Sandra Smith

  444 S 97TH EAST PL

  TULSA OK, 74128-1249
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Linda Lish

  26691 S 613 RD

  GROVE OK, 74344-7474
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  BUTCH Carver

  210 Beech St

  BERNICE OK, 74331-7028
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Roger Newton

  539 S RICHMOND AVE

  TULSA OK, 74112-4136
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  John Petras

  5320 NICOLE DR

  TUTTLE OK, 73089-0030
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Karen Newton

  539 S Richmond Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74112-4136
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  LOUIE WOOTEN

  9637 S 102ND EAST AVE

  Tulsa OK, 74133-5145
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Eddie Gruben

  6733 E 106TH PL

  TULSA OK, 74133-7145
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Diann Carnahan

  9409 S. 74th East Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74133-5457
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Carol Gruben

  6733 E 106TH PL

  TULSA OK, 74133-7145
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  William Postman

  1227 s 16th st

  Chickasha OK, 73018-3946
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Cathrine Bracken

  12521 E 41ST ST APT 307

  TULSA OK, 74146-3407
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  JOSEPH KIDWELL

  3232 E 93RD ST

  TULSA OK, 74137-3639
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Michael Cantrell

  21413 E 39TH ST S

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74014-8790
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Patricia Simpson

  11208 E MATHEW BRADY ST APT 211

  TULSA OK, 74116-7813
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Rick Berna

  4921 E 37TH PL

  TULSA OK, 74135-5586
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Carol Salazar

  PO BOX 48568

  TULSA OK, 74148-0568
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Robert Riley

  6102 NW LINCOLN AVE

  LAWTON OK, 73505-1319
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Rick Smith

  3807 WAYSIDE DR

  BARTLESVILLE OK, 74006-7220
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Michael Billings

  3511 E 102ND ST

  TULSA OK, 74137-5700
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  LaTonya Pearson

  10230 E 34TH ST

  TULSA OK, 74146-1506
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Frank Russell

  PO BOX 789

  ELGIN OK, 73538-0789
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Robert Flynn

  3004 S Nyssa Ave

  Broken Arrow OK, 74012-7678
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Paul Hathaway

  905 W 85TH ST

  TULSA OK, 74132-4135
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Loretta Blaylock

  1143 S GARY PL

  TULSA OK, 74104-4142
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  OLLIE WILLIAMS

  1462 N EVANSTON AVE

  1462.N.EVANSTON.AVE

  Tulsa OK, 74110-4814
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Gary Cline

  708 W. South Park Blvd

  Broken Arrow OK, 74011-2037
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Suzanne Cline

  708 W South Park Blvd

  Broken Arrow OK, 74011-2037
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Larry Miller

  2110 NW 55th St

  Lawton OK, 73505-3118
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Dan Hess

  11604 E 102ND ST N

  OWASSO OK, 74055-6419
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Judy Patrick

  12104 E 76TH PL N

  OWASSO OK, 74055-3508
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Tina Maynard

  6506 S TROOST AVE

  TULSA OK, 74136-0730
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Samuel King

  7805 S GARY PL

  7805 S Gary Pl

  TULSA OK, 74136-8751
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Robert Brown

  2731 S 138TH EAST AVE

  TULSA OK, 74134-3004
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Susan Stover

  5342 NW CACHE RD APT 32

  LAWTON OK, 73505-3363
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Joseph Mutch

  1410 N 156TH EAST AVE

  TULSA OK, 74116-2453
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  James Gream

  PO BOX 3451

  MCALESTER OK, 74502-3451
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Don Guthrie

  PO BOX 225

  MCALESTER OK, 74502-0225
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  FELICIA HADDOCK

  618 E 130TH ST S

  JENKS OK, 74037-4452
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Jonathan McAdams

  1721 S 3RD ST

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74012-6546
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Mary Lucy

  4516 S CEDAR AVE

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74011-3406
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Larry Wolfe

  12517 S Birch Ave

  Jenks OK, 74037-5501
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Connie Coleman

  10812 E 115TH ST S

  BIXBY OK, 74008-2884
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Cathy Parks

  1013 Baybrook Dr

  Elgin OK, 73538-3844
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Gayla Wolfe

  12517 S Birch Ave

  Jenks OK, 74037-5501
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Mark Rushing

  8412 S 112th E Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74133-2575
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

Some are even trying to decide whether they can afford their cancer treatments. This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Necia Wolfe

  602 NW Morra

  McAlesterr OK, 74501-6978
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Linda Hammond

  1110 E SEMINOLE AVE

  MCALESTER OK, 74501-6054
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Martha Howard

  5202 S STATE HIGHWAY 97 APT 205

  SAND SPRINGS OK, 74063-3721
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Michael Oranch

  1636 E CANTON ST

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74012-7268
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Arthetta Pouncil

  1611 S UTICA AVE

  TULSA PR, 74104-4909
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  James Bethel

  4952 E 4TH PL

  TULSA OK, 74112-2804
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  LARRY ROBINSON

  2843 w haskell pl

  Tulsa OK, 74127-5119
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  James Naufel

  1301 E CONCORD ST

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74012-9240
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Susan Fain

  4620 E 93RD CT UNIT H

  TULSA OK, 74137-3965
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Lynn Halbrook

  4674 E. 54th street

  Tulsa OK, 74135-6203
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Katherine Devine

  8103 E 93RD ST APT 209

  TULSA OK, 74133-5501
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  James Bolton

  5759 E 26TH PL

  TULSA OK, 74114-5107
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Jacquelyn House

  10001 E 106TH CT N

  OWASSO OK, 74055-7851
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Jan Madole

  5842 S RICHMOND AVE

  TULSA OK, 74135-4256
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  KATHRYN BARNES

  8065 E 582 RD

  CATOOSA OK, 74015-6282
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Kathryn Cajas

  2204 NW 37TH ST

  LAWTON OK, 73505-1808
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Jerry Allen

  9253 S 92ND EAST AVE

  TULSA OK, 74133-5622
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Colin Kennedy

  9102 N 135TH EAST AVE

  OWASSO OK, 74055-4544
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Rosey Havenstrite

  5611 E 113TH ST

  TULSA OK, 74137-7718
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Marc Bellatti

  9411 E 38TH ST

  Tulsa OK, 74145-3517
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Arlene Daniels

  558 Southwind Acres

  Hugo OK, 74743-5229
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Laura Tucker

  2804 HAYES AVE APT 7

  CLINTON OK, 73601-3630
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Judi Rastenis

  10134 s toledo ave

  Tulsa OK, 74137-5925
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Kathy Coe

  421 NW 31ST ST APT 31

  LAWTON OK, 73505-6110
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Lawanna Smith

  5331 East 41 street

  Tulsa OK, 74135-6007
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Mary Ann Kelsey

  5681 S 84TH EAST AVE

  TULSA OK, 74145-7916
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Lora Bloxham

  105 NE ELM ST APT 25

  RED OAK OK, 74563-6502
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Jacqueline Pharr

  1605 ST JOSEPH DR

  GROVE OK, 74344-5082
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Gary Woods

  4765 E 114th St

  Tulsa OK, 74137-7907
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Sheila MacArthur

  5627 S ROCKFORD PL

  TULSA OK, 74105-8023
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Viola Acosta

  222 S 2ND ST

  JENKS OK, 74037-4030
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  john walker

  5711 S MADISON AVE

  TULSA OK, 74105-7722
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Ruby Frazier

  PO BOX 282

  MORRIS OK, 74445-0282
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Joseph Jenkins

  5325 S HUDSON PL

  TULSA OK, 74135-7512
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Thomas Shomaker

  7445 S WINSTON AVE

  TULSA OK, 74136-6119
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  James Cundiff

  5312 E 92ND ST

  TULSA OK, 74137-4003
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Franchon Nails

  1202 E QUEEN ST

  TULSA OK, 74106-4480
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Kathleen Dunn

  13031 S HARVARD AVE

  JENKS OK, 74037-4912
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Diane Helt

  3744 E 58th St

  Tulsa OK, 74135-4153
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  James RANEY

  6373 S MEMORIAL DR STE C

  TULSA OK, 74133-1918
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  PEGGY LANDGRAF

  3216 E FAIRMONT PL

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74014-8796
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Judy McCarter

  9640 N 89TH EAST AVE

  Owasso OK, 74055-6757
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Diane Horn

  8103 E 93RD ST APT 306

  TULSA OK, 74133-5508
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Robert Bohanon

  3309 North Battle Creek Drive

  Broken Arrow OK, 74012-0720
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  James McCarter

  9640 N 89TH EAST AVE

  OWASSO OK, 74055-6757
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Hans van Glabbeek

  2404 S Birmingham Pl

  Tulsa OK, 74114-3224
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  CHARLES MONROE

  5321 S SHERIDAN RD STE 29

  TULSA OK, 74145-7509
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Brandon Fox

  12418 S DATE PL

  JENKS OK, 74037-1079
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  jaemie armiger

  700 W JUNEAU ST

  BROKEN ARROW OK, 74012-0767
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Shanon Clark

  22512 E 1070 RD

  CLINTON OK, 73601-7442
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Michael Winn

  42 NW 29TH ST

  LAWTON OK, 73505-6216
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Darrel Henthorn

  310 W 55TH ST

  SAND SPRINGS OK, 74063-3263
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Laurie Buchanan

  7821 South Memorial Drive

  VILLAS - APT 6107

  Tulsa OK, 74133-3704
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Linda Jernigan

  2507 E 19th St.

  Tulsa OK, 74104-5805
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Cheryl Webb

  5173 S VANDALIA AVE APT 8A

  TULSA OK, 74135-4041
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Salli Davis

  4524 S Joplin Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74135-6534
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  David Bartee

  3915 S Rolling Oaks Drive

  Tulsa OK, 74107-4871
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Ryan Holt

  1421 S PITTSBURG AVE

  TULSA OK, 74112-5932
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  John Miller

  7709 N 130TH EAST AVE

  OWASSO OK, 74055-7196
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Mary Bolack

  1701 S 138TH EAST AVE

  TULSA OK, 74108-5552
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Phyllis Iacovetto

  419 S 27TH ST APT 216

  DUNCAN OK, 73533-2896
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Read Furgerson

  1420 S ERIE AVE

  TULSA OK, 74112-6318
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Susan Gorrell

  267 N 188TH WEST PL

  SAND SPRINGS OK, 74063-8544
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Jennifer Gilbert

  30745 E 138TH ST S

  COWETA OK, 74429-5754
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Cynthia Scott

  8603 S HUDSON AVE

  TULSA OK, 74137-2956
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  William Coyle

  26885 E 136TH ST S

  COWETA OK, 74429-5847
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Mary Matthies

  6765 E 66TH PL

  TULSA OK, 74133-1702
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Jannette Hogan

  7122 S SHERIDAN RD STE 2

  Apt 10C

  TULSA OK, 74133-2774
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  James Gray

  10126 S HUDSON PL

  TULSA OK, 74137-7079
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Erika Penuel

  9504 E 65TH ST APT 1007

  TULSA OK, 74133-1469
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Garald Suazo

  4727 E. 3rd Street

  Tulsa OK, 74112-2728
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Tamra Thetreau

  517 Hayes Ave

  Clinton OK, 73601-4145
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Leslie Sledge

  1613 S. 1st St.

  Chickasha OK, 73018-5936
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Ricky Morrison

  615 w Commerce

  Headrick OK, 73549-4000
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Jaxon Lewandowski

  2202 SW B Ave

  Apt 812

  Lawton OK, 73501-4113
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Gloria Wallace

  535 E. 40 Place North

  Tulsa OK, 74106-1507
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  My family and I have been in Elgin for over 2 years and have NEVER had this high of a bill. Of a family of 4 in a

less than 1,200 square foot home I shouldn't be paying $250 a month

in electricity. It's not even as hot this year as it was last year and I am still paying DOUBLE than I did.

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Amanda Condren

  1213 3rd pl

  1213 3rd pl

  Elgin OK, 73538-8807
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I am a widow and this a single parent - and like most single parents, our budgets are stretched to the limit. Between

inflation, COVID and all the job uncertainty NOW is NOT the time.

They have enough profits while we are struggling.

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Amber Largent

  213 Glover Cir

  Elgin OK, 73538-2206
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Thelma Pearson

  1936 N Boston Ave

  Tulsa OK, 74106-4128
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Alarik Wood

  6208 nw chestnut ln

  Lawton OK, 73505-2917
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Sarah Huffman

  12073 NE Keeney Road

  Elgin OK, 73538-3761
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Krystal Lund

  22 NE Summerwood Drive

  Elgin OK, 73538-3795
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Ashton Langford

  303 maple

  Elgin OK, 73538-8838
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Easter Crawford

  107 NE Blackberry Rd

  Elgin OK, 73538-4001
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Shelbi Blackstone

  142 NE Blackberry Road

  Elgin OK, 73538-4001
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Danny McClane

  996 County Street 2978

  Blanchard OK, 73010-4430
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Vickie Lahman

  1519 West C Ave

  Elk City OK, 73644-3225
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                Dear Ms. Murphy

  I am asking you to protect the thousands of older Oklahomans on fixed incomes and say no to PSO’s latest

attempts to raise rates. With the fall-out of the winter storm looming, older

Oklahomans simply cannot afford back-to-back rate increases. I need your help. I need you to stand up for older

Oklahomans already stretched thin from the rapidly rising cost of groceries,

gasoline and medicine. I need you to stand up to this out-of-state investor-led company and let them know back-to-

back rate increases are not how we treat our fellow Oklahomans. It seems

like every year they want me to shoulder more and more instead of using their own money or finding efficiencies. I

know with your help, we can push back against these outlandish requests,

especially with everything going on.

  I cannot emphasize enough that many seniors across Oklahoma are on fixed incomes and are struggling. Right

now, too many seniors are forced to choose between food, medicine and electricity.

This must stop!

  Commissioner, please help us fight back against PSO’s back-to-back requests to raise our rates. Please say no to

PSO’s rate increase and, instead, look for ways to lower our rates.

Thank you for taking into consideration the detrimental impacts another rate increase will have on too many

Oklahomans. Thank you for saying no to PSO!

  Sincerely,

  Mary Perkins

  9413 E 16TH ST

  TULSA OK, 74112-8408
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